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Abstract.
The structure of ¿-unitary inverse semigroups has been described by
McAlister and by Reilly and the author. The parameters in the first structure
theorem may be made into a category, and the same holds for the parameters in
the second structure theorem. We prove that each of these categories is equivalent
to the category of ¿-unitary inverse semigroups and their homomorphisms. We
also provide functors between the two first-mentioned categories which are naturally equivalent to the composition of the functors figuring in the categorical
equivalence referred to above.

1. Introduction and summary. An inverse semigroup is Ts-unitary if it satisfies the
implication ae = e2 = e => a2 = a. McAlister [1], [2] proved two remarkable theorems concerning these semigroups. (1) Every Ts-unitary inverse semigroup admits a
faithful representation as a P-semigroup (which is reminiscent of a semidirect
product of a semilattice and a group), and (2) every inverse semigroup is an
idempotent separating homomorphic image of an Ti-unitary inverse semigroup.
The first-mentioned theorem of McAlister caused much research activity in the
area of inverse semigroups. In particular, different proofs of this theorem were
devised by Munn [4], Munn and Reilly [5] and Schein [7]. McAlister [2] also proved
that morphisms of a McAlister triple (Y, G; X) are in a one-to-one correspondence
with homomorphisms of the corresonding Ti-unitary inverse semigroup. A different,
but related, structure theorem has been recently established by Reilly and the
author [6]. While McAlister's construction of Ti-unitary inverse semigroups is based
on groups acting on partially ordered sets by order automorphisms, the last-mentioned theorem is based on prehomomorphisms
from groups into the inverse
semigroups of isomorphisms among ideals of a semilattice.
In §2, wè prove that there exists an equivalence of the category <Bof Ti-unitary
inverse semigroups and their homomorphisms and the category Ti of McAlister
triples and their morphisms. For the functor from @ to 2R, we use some elements of
Schein's proof [7] of the nontrivial half of McAlister's theorem. We also use the
correspondence of morphisms established by McAlister [2].
In §3, we perform a similar analysis but using unitary triples (Y, G; ¡p) introduced in [6] instead of McAlister triples. Specifically, we prove that the category @
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is equivalent to the category tl of unitary triples and their morphisms. Here we use
some relevant results established in [6].
§4 contains a functor from 3R to 11 which is naturally equivalent to the
composition of the functors 27Î—>•
@ and © -» 11 which appear in the categorical
equivalences in the preceding two sections.
Finally, in §5, we devise a functor from 11 to -Sí which is naturally equivalent to
the composition of the functors 11-* © and © -> SDÎwhich were used to establish
the equivalence of these categories.
We refer to Mac Lane [3] for the background concerning category theory. We
denote by TE the identity functor on a category 6, and by ix the identity function
on any set X. If m is a partial transformation on a set X, then b<pand r<¡pdenote the
domain and the range of <p,respectively.
2. Ti-unitary semigroups and McAlister triples. After introducing the necessary
notation and terminology, we devise the two needed functors and the two natural
equivalences which together will yield the desired categorical equivalence.
Note that if y is a subset of a partially ordered set X, then Y is an ideal if x < y,
y G Y implies x G Y; Y is a subsemilattice of X if any two elements of Y have an

infimum in X which belongs to Y.
Definition 2.1. Let X be a partially ordered set and Y be an ideal and a
subsemilattice of X. Let G be a group acting on X on the left by order automorphisms in such a way that G Y = X and for every g G G, we have gY n Y ¥= 0.
We call ( Y, G; X) a McAlister triple (following [5]).
For a discussion of these triples, consult [1], [2], [5]. For morphisms, we have
Definition 2.2. Let (Y, G; X) and (Y\ G'; A") be McAlister triples. A pair
(9, u) is a morphism of (Y, G; X) into (Y', G'; X') if
(a) 9 is an isotone mapping of X into X',
(ß) 9\ y is a semilattice homomorphism of Y into Y',
(y) u is a homomorphism of G into G',

(8) (ga)9 = (gtí)(a9) for all g G G, a G X.
Straightforward verification shows that these triples and their morphisms form a
category. We may thus introduce
Notation 2.3. Let SSIbe the category consisting of McAlister triples and their
morphisms. Let © be the category of Ti-unitary inverse semigroups and their
homomorphisms.
We now construct a functor from 3JÎ to @.

Definition 2.4. For each ( Y, G; X) G Ob 3R,let P( Y, G; X) be the set
{(a,g)e

Y X Gig"1«

G y}

together with the multiplication

(a,g)(ß,h)

= (a/\gß,gh).

Here y /\ 8 denotes the infimum of the elements y, 8 G X if it exists.

For each (9, w) G Horn 3Jc, say (9, to): (Y, G, X) ->(Y", G'; X'), let P(9, w) be
the mapping

P(9, tí): (a, g) -* (a9, gtí)

((«, g) G P( Y, G; X)).
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Lemma 2.5. With the notation just introduced, P is a functor from SSI to ©.

Proof. Let (Y, G; X) G Ob SSI.It is well known, see [1] and [2], and routine to
verify, that S = P(Y, G; X) is an Ti-unitary inverse semigroup. Also for (9, w) G
Horn SSI, it is straightforward to verify that P(9, to) is a homomorphism of

P(Y, G; X) into P(Y', G'; X'); this was also observed in [2, Theorem 6.1]. The
remaining axioms for a functor are clearly satisfied.
We now devise a functor from © to SSI.We denote by a and Es the least group
congruence and the semilattice of idempotents of any inverse semigroup S.

Definition 2.6. Let S G Ob © and denote § = S/a, E = Es. For each g G §
and e G Ti, let ge = {(j_1eí, g(ja))|í G S}. Further, let
% = {ge|g

G §,e

G £},

^={le|eGTi}

and let %, and thus also ^, be ordered by inclusion, and let S act on 9C by

g(Ae) = (gA)e

(g, A G g, e G Ti).

Let R(S) - (1, g ; %) with this action.
Next let <pG Horn @, say <¡p:S —*S' is a homomorphism.
(jct)co = (itp)toa

(s e S);

(ge)0 = (gtí)(etp)

Define u>and 9 by

(g G S/a,

e G Es),

and let Ä(m) = (9, to).
Lemma 2.7. With the notation just introduced, R is a functor from © to SSI.

Proof.

Let S G Ob @, § = S/a,

Ti = Tis. Let g, h, k e § and e,/ G £. As-

sume that ge Ç hf. Since (e, g) G ge, we get (e, g) G hf which implies that (e, g) =
(s_lfs, h(sa)) for some í G S. Hence e = s~lfs, g = A(sa). Conversely, suppose
that e = j _ lfs and g = sa for some j G S. Then for any / G S, we have
(rxet,g(ta))

= (rls-xest,

h(sa)(ta))

= ((st)~xe(st),

h(st)a)

G hf

so that ge ç A/ We have proved

ge Ç A/<=>e = s~lfs,

g = A(sa)

for some í G S.

(1)

It follows that ge G hf implies (kg)e G (kh)f, so by the definition of the action of §
on %, we obtain A:(ge) G k(hf). Conversely, if k(ge) G k(hf), then applying k~x,
we obtain ge G hf. Consequently, § acts by order automorphisms on 9C on the left.
Define a function \p by \¡>:e —>le (e G Ti). Assume that e < /in Ti. Then for any
j G S, we get
(j_1ei, ja) = (s~xefes, sa) = ((es)~ f(es), (es)a)

G 1/

and hence le Ç 1/ Conversely, suppose that le C 1/ Then (e, 1) G le so (e, 1) =
(s~ xfs, sa) for some j G S. It follows that e = s~xfs and 1 = sa. Hence s G Ti since
S is Ti-unitary and thus e = sf < f. Consequently, \p is an isomorphism of E onto
ty. In particular, ^ is a subsemilattice of 9C.
In order to prove that ^ is an ideal of %, we assume that ge G If. By (1),
e = s ~ xfs and g = sa for some j G S. Let / = fs whence e = í_ '/ and ta = g. We
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calculate
ge = {{u~xeu, g(ua))\u
= {((tu)-\tt-x)(tu),
Conversely,

G S) = {{u~lrHu,
(tu)a)\u

for (v~xtt~xv, va) G l(//_l),

eS)

g(ua))\u

G S}

G l(tt-x).

letting u = t~xv, we obtain

(v'~xtt~xv, va) = ((t-lv)~x(t~xt)(t~xv),

(tt~xv)a)

= (u~xeu, g(ua))

G ge

which implies thatge = l(tt~x). Consequently, ^ is an ideal of %.
By the very definitions, we have g ty = 9C. Let g G S and let ta = g. Then

g(rxt)

= {(s-xt-xts,g(sa))\ses}
= {((ts)-\tt-x)(ts),

(ts)o)\s es}

= l(tt-x),

where the last equality is obtained as just above. Consequently, g(t~xt) = l(rf_1)
which proves g6^ n ^ ¥= 0.
Therefore (<$, g ; %) G Ob SSI.
Now let <pG Horn @, say <p: S —>S' for Ti-unitary inverse semigroups S and S'.
Let s, t e S be such that jar. Then se = te for some e e E = Es, so that (j<p)(etp)
= (t<p)(eq>) which yields s<pa t<p. This shows that « defined by (sa)tí = (sq>)o,
(se S) is single-valued. It is evident that to is a homomorphism of S = S/a into
g' = S'/a.
Next let g, A G g, e,/ G Ti and assume that ge Ç hf. By (1), we have e = s~xfs
and g = A(ja) for some s G S. Hence etp = (í(p)_1(/(pXí()p) and gco = (hu¡)(so)tí =
(Aco)(í(p)a which again by (1) means that (gto)(em) G (Ato)(/m). Now considering

the equality ge = hf, we conclude that the function 9 defined by (ge)9 = (gtí)(e<p),
(g e G, e e E)is single-valued. We have also shown that 9 is isotone and maps %
into %' where R(S) = (<%,§;%) and R(S') = (%',§'; %').
It is clear that G¡>>9
G ^ '. For any e,f G E, we have

(le n lf)9 = (l(ef))9 = l((e/)<¡p)= l((e<p)(/«¡p))= l(em) n 1(/«)p)
since \p above is an isomorphism of Tss onto ^ ; analogously Ts^. maps onto ^ '.
Hence 9\^ is a homomorphism.
For any g, A G g, e G Ts, we further obtain

[ g(Ae)]0 = [(gh)e]9 = (gh)tí(le)9 = [(gtí)(htí)](le)9
= (gtí)[(htí)(le)9]=(gtí)(he)9
which concludes the proof that R(<p) = (9, to) is a morphism of R(S) into R(S').

Thus R(<p)G Horn 9DL
The remaining axioms for a functor can be verified without difficulty. Therefore
R is a functor from © to SSI.

Lemma 2.8. For every (Y, G; X) G Ob SSI,let t(Y, G; X) = (9, to) where
0:ga^[(,g)a][l(a,

1)]

(gGG,aG7),

<o:g^(,g)a

(g G G),

wAere the variables in the empty spaces are of no interest here. Then r is a natural
equivalence of the functors Im and RP.
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Proof.

Let (Y, G; X) e Ob SSI. Since in S = P(Y, G; X), we have

(a, g) a (ß, A) if and only if g = A, it follows at once that to is an isomorphism of G
onto g = S/a.

Next let g, A G G and a, ß G Y. Assume that ga < hß. Then h~xga < ß and
thus h~xga G Y, so s = (h~xga, h~xg) is an element of S. Let e = (a, 1), / =

(/3, 1), and calculate

s~xfs = (a,g-xh)(ß,

l)(h-xga,h-xg)

= (a A g "'Aft *"»*)( A"'ga, A" »f)

and ( , h)a(sa) = ( , hh~xg)a = ( , g)a. It now follows from (1) of Lemma 2.7 that

[(,g)a][l(«,

l)]G[(,h)a][l(ß,

1)],

that is (g«)0 G (hß)9.
Conversely, assume that (ga)9 G (hß)9. Then by (1) of Lemma 2.7, there exists
seS
such that (e, ( , g)a) = (s~xfs, ( , h)a(sa)) so that e = s~xfs, ( , h~xg) a s. It

follows that 5 = (y, A- xg)for some y e Y such that g ~ 'Ay G Y. Now
s-[fs = (g-lhy,g-xh)(ß,
= (g~lh(ß

Ay),

l)(y, h-xg) = (g-xhy,g-lh)(ß
!) = («,!)

Ay, h~xg)

= e

which yields g~ xh(ß A y) = «• Hence h~xga = ß Ay < ß and thus ga < A/?.
We have proved that 9 is an isomorphism of partially ordered sets X and

% = {[(,g)a](l(a,

l))|gGG,«G

Y).

It is clear that 9 maps y onto ^ = (l(a, l)|a G y} where we set [( , l)a][l(a,
= l(a, 1). For any a, ß G Y, we further have

(aAßW=

l(aAß,l)=
= l(a, l)n

1)]

l[(a, l)(ß, 1)]
l(ß, l) = a9 n ß9,

and hence 9 \ Y is a semilattice isomorphism of y onto ^.
Let g, A G G, a G y; then

[g(Aa)]0=[(gA)a]0=[(,gA)a][l(a,
= [(,g)a]{[(,A)a][l(a,

1)]
1)]} = (g<o)(A«)0.

We finally note that RP(Y, G; X) = (eH, § ; %) as constructed

above, and hence

(9, u) is an isomorphism of (Y, G; X) onto RP(Y, G; X).
It remains to establish the commutativity of the diagram

(y G; *)-~->(y,

(Ö,W)|
(<*J,g; 9C)-1_^_*(0¡T,

G'; X')

1(0',to')
g'; %')

where (|, tj) is a morphism of (Y, G; X) into (y, G'; A") and the rest of the
notation is obvious. Let RP(£, tj) = (£', tj'). For any g G G, we have grjw' =
( , grj)a = ( , g)<rrj' = gtoTj' and if also a G y then
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(gaW

= [(gTj)(a|)]0'

= (gr,<o')[l(«|, 1)] = ( ,grj)a[l(«,

= {[(g)a][l(«,

l)]f

l)]}f = (,ga)9Ç.

Lemma 2.9. For every S G Ob ©, let x — x(^) oe defined by x'- s -+ (l(ss~x), sa),
(s G S). Then x is a natural equivalence of the functors T@and PR.

Proof. Let S G Ob © and let (<%,§; %) = R(S), T = P(<3t, g ; %), x be as
defined above. If í G S, then
(jff)-I[l(j»_l)]

= {(t-lss-xt,(s-xt)a)\t

= {((j-VrV).

G S}

(5-'í)a)|/ G S) = l(s-"i) G y

where the last equality is obtained similarly as in the proof of Lemma 2.7. Hence x
maps S into T.
Next let (le, g) G T. Then g~'(le) G y so that g~'(le) = l(rr_1) for some
/ G S such that e = t~xt and ta = g as in the proof of Lemma 2.7. But then
tx = (l(tt~x), sa) = (e, g) and thus x maps S onto T.
Next assume that fors, t G S, we have (l(i5_1), sa) = (1(íí_1), ta). Then 1(js-1)
= l(tt~x) and hence ss~x = tt~x as we have seen in the proof of Lemma 2.7. Thus
s "31t and s a t so that s = t since S is Ti-unitary. Consequently, x is one-to-one.
In order to show that x is a homomorphism, we first prove

l(^-1)n(sa)[l(í/-)]

= l[(íí)(^r1]-

(2)

Let (e, g) G l(ss~x) n (so)[l(tt~x)]. Then
(e, g) = (u~xss~xu,

uo) = (v~xtt~xv,

(sv)a)

so that e = u~xss~xu = v~xtt~xv and g = ua = (su)a. We deduce

(irN>)~,(ir'©)

= v~xtrxv

= a"1«-1«

= (i-'a)-1^-1«)

and hence tt~xv E s-1». Further, ua = (ro)a implies (tt~xv)a = (s-1«)a. It follows
that tt"xv t s~xv and r'toaj"1«
whence t~xtv = í~xu since S is Ti-unitary.
Consequently,
e = «"'¿(¿"'w)

= u~xs(tfxv)

= u-xs(tt-x)s~xu

= u~xs(tt~x)(tt~xv)

= u-x(st)(styxu

which together with ua = g yields (e, g) G 1[(íí)(5í)-1].
Conversely, let (e, g) G 1[(sí)(■*<)-']> so that (e, g) = (u~xstt~xs~xu~x,
some u G S, and thus e = u~xstt~xs~xu, g = ua. It follows that
e = (s-xu)~x(tt-x)(s-xu),
and hence (e, g) G (ja)[l(íí-1)].

g = (»(i-tyo

Since (st)(st)~x = í«_1í_1

< ss~x, by the proof of

Lemma 2.7, we have 1[(j/)(jî)_1] Q Kää_1) which yields (e, g) G 1(ís_1).
We have proved (2). It now follows that

(sX)(tx) = (Hss-l),sa)(l(trx),ta)
= (l(ss-x)n(sa)[l(tt-x)],(sa)(ta))

= (l[(st)(styx],(st)a)

ua) for

= (st)x

and x is indeed an isomorphism of S onto T.
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Letting <pbe a homomorphism of S into an Ti-unitary inverse semigroup S', we
must show commutativity of the diagram

S->S'

x(s)

X(S')
PR(<p)

PR(S)-ll^PR(S')
Indeed, for any s G S, we have
■KPX(S")= (l[(s<p)(s<pyl],s<po)

= (l[(ss-x)<p],s<po)

= (l(ss-x),sa)[PR(cp)]

= i[x(S)][P/?(<p)].

Now collecting Lemmas 2.5, 2.7-2.9, we deduce
Theorem
and @.

2.10. 77ie quadruple (P, R, t, x) is an equivalence of the categories SSI

3. Ti-unitary inverse semigroups and unitary triples. We first introduce the
necessary notation and terminology, of which only "monoid prehomomorphism"
and "unitary triple" are new. The functors and natural equivalences are then
devised which make up the categorical equivalence we wanted to establish.
Definition 3.1. Let S and T be inverse semigroups. A mapping <p: S-» T is a
prehomomorphism if for all a, b G S,
(a) (a<p)(b<p)< (aA)<p,

(/3) (mp)-1 - a- V
If S and T are monoids and <p also maps the identity of S onto the identity of T,
then <pis a monoid prehomomorphism.
Notation 3.2. Let y be a semilattice, denote by ~2(Y) the set of all isomorphisms

among ideals of Y, written on the left and composed as such.
It is easy to verify that 2( Y) is closed under composition, and is thus an inverse
semigroup. Its identity is iY, the identity transformation on Y. It is well known that
for semigroups of one-to-one partial transformations, the canonical order coincides
with the inclusion relation. Recall that for a G S( Y), we denote by ba and ra the
domain and the range of a, respectively.
Definition 3.3. A triple (Y, G; i/<)is a unitary triple if y is a semilattice, G is a
group, and ^ is a monoid prehomomorphism of G into 2( Y). We use the notation

\p: g -» \¡/gbut often write ga instead of \pga.
An ordered pair (9, <o)is a morphism of a unitary triple (Y, G; \p) into another
(y, G'; t//) if 9: y-> Y' and to: G -* G' are homomorphisms such that for any
g G G, (ga)9 = (gtí)(a9), (a G b^).
For a comprehensive discussion of unitary triples consult [6]. It is verified readily
that unitary triples and their morphisms satisfy the axioms of a category. We may
thus introduce
Notation 3.4. Let 11be the category of unitary triples and their morphisms.
In order to show that the categories U and © are equivalent, we first devise a
functor from tl to ©.
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Definition 3.5. For every (y, G; \b) G Ob II, let Q(Y, G; \p) be the set
{(a,g)e

Y X G\a G r^}

together with the multiplication

(a,g)(ß,h)

= (g(g-xaAß),gh)

where A denotes the operation in Y.

If (9, tí) e Horn U, say (9, to): (Y, G; »//)-*{Y', G'; f), let
Q{9, tí): (a, g) -* (aß, go:)

((a, g) G Q( y, G; *)).

Lemma 3.6. W/ïA /Ae notation just introduced, Q is a functor from VLto @.

Proof.

For (Y,G; $) e Ob 11, it was established in [6, Lemma 2.3] that

Q(Y, G;\p) is an Ti-unitary inverse semigroup, that is Q(Y, G; \p) e Ob ©; a direct
verification of this fact may be left to the reader.

Next let (9, to) G Horn U, say (9,u)
(a, g), (ß, A) G g(y

: (Y, G; ^)-*(Y',G';

if/). For any

G; »//),letting <p= Q(9, to), we obtain on the one hand,

(a, g)<p(ß, h)q> = (a9,go>)(ß9, Ato) = ((*«)[(g«)"'(o0)

A /»], (g«)(Aco)),

and on the other hand,

[(a, g)(ß, h)]<p = {g(g-xa A ß))<P = ([gig'1«

= ((*«)[(*«)" V)

A ß)]0, (gh)tí)

A ¿80],(gto)(A<o))

and <pis a homomorphism. Thus Q(9, tí) e Horn @.
The remaining axioms for a functor follow without difficulty.
For a functor from © to 11, we introduce

Definition 3.7. For every S G Ob @, let T(S) = (Es, S/a; \ps), where for all
g G S/a, \ps: g -» ^g is defined by i/^s-1*) = jj_1 if j G S, sa = g.
If (p: S -» S' is a homomorphism of Ti-unitary inverse semigroups, let T(œ) =
(<p\E , u), where tí is defined by (sa)co = s<pu, (s G S).
The function \ps is called the canonical prehomomorphism of S in [6].

Lemma 3.8. With the notation just introduced, T is a functor from © to VL.

Proof. For any S G Ob @, it was established in [6, Lemma 3.1] that \ps is a
monoid prehomomorphism
of S/a into 2(Tss). Hence (Tis, S/a; \ps) is a unitary

triple and thus T(S) G Ob U.
Next let tp: S -* S' be a homomorphism

of Ti-unitary inverse semigroups, and let

9 = <p\E and to be as in Definition 3.7, so that T(<p)= (9, u). Then 9 is a
homomorphism of Es into Es,, and to is a homomorphism of S/a into S'/a as can
be easily verified. Let g e S/a and e G b»^. Then e = s~xs and ja = g for some
s e S. Hence writing ge = \pge, we get
(ge)0

= (ss~x)<p = (s<p)(s<p)~x = (gío)[(s<p)_,(.«p)]

= (gtí)(e9)

since sa = g implies íi^a = saco = gu. Consequently, (9, to) G Horn U.
The remaining axioms for a functor can be easily checked.
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Lemma 3.9. For every ( Y, G; xp)e Ob II, define ir( Y, G; <//)= (9, u>),where
9:a^(a,l)

(a G Y);

to: g -» (, g)a

(g G G).

Then it is a natural equivalence of the functors Tu and TQ.

Proof. Let (Y, G; xb)e Ob U. Then TQ(Y, G; x¡,)= (<%,§; *), where <?)=
{(a, 1)|« G y}, g = S/a, S= Q(Y, G; ^), and
*( ,g)<J(«, 1) = (xpga, 1)

(a G b,/,,, g G G)

since

*(,,)(,(a, l) = (/3, 1)
«=»(a, 1) = s~'s, (/?, 1) = ss_1, sa = g

<=>a= ^-.y,0

for somes

G S,

= y ifs = (y, g),

<=>/3 = i//ga.

If g G G, a G b\pg, then (1) yields ^g<il(a9) = (\pga)9 which shows that (9, w) G
Hom U. Since both 9 and to are isomorphisms, it follows that (9, u) is an
isomorphism of ( Y, G; xp)onto (^, g ; *).
It remains to show commutativity of the diagram

(Y, G; *)-—-►(?',

G'; f)

(9, to)|

TQ(Y, G; *)-*TQ(Y',

G'; t//)

for a given (|, tj) G Hom tl. For any g G G, letting TY2(£,tj) = (£', tj'), we have
grjto' = ( , grj)a = ( , g)aTj' = gßtx' and for a G Y, atß'

which establishes commutativity

= (a£, 1) = (a, 1)|' = aßg

of the diagram.

Lemma 3.10. For every S G Ob ©, define f = f(S) by f: s -^(ss~x, sa), (s G S).
Then £ is a natural equivalence of the functors T@and QT.

Proof. Let S and f be as in the statement of the lemma. We will use the
canonical prehomomorphism
xps: g^>xpg, and will denote the multplication in Es
by A- Let s G S and e < s~xs. Then e G bxpsaand thus e = t~xt, to = so for some

/ G S. Hence
(sa)e

= (»(/"'f)

= tt~x = ¿(r"1')'"1

= tet~x.

Now let s, í G S be arbitrary. Using (3), we obtain
(st)S = ((st)(styx,

(st)a)

= (stt~xs-x,

(st)a)

= (s[(s~xs)A(tt-l)]s-\(st)o)

= ((*,)[(*o)-V1)

A i«"1)]. (so)(ta))

= (ss-x,so)(trx,to)

= (sÇ)(tÇ)

and f is a homomorphism.

For any e G Tis and g G S/a,

e G ri^g <=>e = ss ~ '

<=>sf = (e, g)

and

sa = g

we have

for some s G S

for some s G S
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which implies that f maps S onto QT(S). If s? = if, then ss~x = tt~x and so = to
so st n at and thus s = / since S is Ts-unitary. Consequently, f is an isomorphism

of S onto Ö^(S).
If «¡p:S -» S' is a homomorphism
for any s G S,

of Ts-unitary inverse semigroups S and S', then

*P[HS)] = ((stpXs?)"1^) = (äs-1,w)[Ö7X^)] = s[S{S)][QT(<p)]
which proves commutativity

of the diagram

S->S'

I

S(S)

ß7Y<p)

ßr(s)-i-_*ôr(s')

^

Collecting Lemmas 3.6, 3.8-3.10, we deduce
Theorem
and @.

3.11. The quadruple (Q, T,ir,Ç)

is an equivalence of the categories VL

4. From McAlister triples to unitary triples. Here we construct a functor from SSI
to 11 and show that it is naturally equivalent to the composition TP.

Definition 4.1. For every (Y, G; X) e Ob SSI,let A(Y, G; X) = (Y, G; xpx)
where xpx: g —»xpgis given by xpg: a —»ga if a, ga G Y.

For every (9, tí) G Horn SSI,say (9, to): (Y, G; X) -*(Y\ G'\ A"), let A(9, u) =

(9\y,tí).
Lemma 4.2. With the notation just introduced, A is a functor from SSIto VL.

Theorem 4.3. For every (Y, G; X) G Ob SSt,define X(Y, G; X) = (9, to) where
9: (a, l)-»a

(a e Y);

to: ( , g)o -» g

(g G G).

77ie« X /s a natural equivalence of the functors TP and A.

The proof is straightforward

and is omitted.

5. From unitary triples to McAlister triples. We finally construct a functor from tl
to SSIand show that it is naturally equivalent to the composition RQ.

Definition

5.1. Let (Y, G; xp)e Ob 11.For each g G G, a G Y, define
ga = {(xprly, gt)\y < «, Y G r«/-,}.

Let
X+={ga\geG,aGY},
be ordered

by inclusion,

y^={la|aGy}

with the action of G on X^ given by g(Aa) = (gh)a,

(g, A G G, a e Y). Define B(Y, G; *) = (Y+,G; XJ.
For a U-morphism (0, to): (Y, G; ^)->(l",

<?'; >//), define 5(0, to) = (0, to)

where (ga)0 = (gto)(a0), (g G G, a G y).
Lemma 5.2. With the notation just introduced, B is a functor from VLto SSt.

The proof is omitted.
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Theorem 5.3. For every (Y, G; xp)G Ob 11,define p(Y, G; xp)= (|, tj) wAere
Z: [( , g)o](a,

l)^ga

(g G G, a G Y);

tj: ( , g)o ^ g

(g G G).

Then p is a natural equivalence of the functors RQ and B.

The proof is straightforward

and is omitted.
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